
Empower 
Benching

® 



Everyone can use a little boost. That support to help you 

reach your full potential. That’s where Empower benching 

comes in. It gives everyone the freedom to work their 

way — with more personal space, more adaptability and 

height-adjustability, integrated technology, and access to 

team members. Because when people feel empowered, 

incredible things happen.

Connecting 
the way 
people 
work.
Setting the benchmark for success.
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Shown with Ignition® 2.0 seating and Contain® storage.
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Shown with Nucleus® seating, Flock® 
lounge, and Contain® storage.

Change happens. So when you need to expand for a growing business, support mobile workers or accommodate 

additional needs, Empower responds by easily adapting to new team members and varying work styles. From straight line 

runs to 120° teaming pods, Empower paired with HON storage is the versatile benching solution that welcomes change. No 

matter which way the wind blows.

Ready for a climate change.
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120º PODSSTRAIGHT RUNS HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE
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Shown with Convergence® seating and Contain® storage.

Shown with Nucleus® seating and Contain® storage.
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Shown with Ignition® 2.0 seating and Voi® storage.
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Shown with Solve® seating and Contain® storage. 
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Height-Adjustable

Who says you can’t be all things to all people? Empower’s height-

adjustable bases take benching to the next level whether you’re 

early to rise or think that less is more. Half-rounds added to end 

of runs offer the versatility for quick powwows. Wire management 

routes power neatly below the worksurface— regardless of height— 

while giving easy access from above. The best of all worlds, and all in 

a day’s work.

Take it up a notch.
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Features

Just what you need, right where you need it. Wire management that transforms chaos into an afterthought. Screens that define 

personal space and add privacy without sacrificing openness. Convenient access to power and technology to support everything 

you need to charge. If only everything in life was this easy.

Built-in support system.

A. PRIVATE PRACTICE
For space division, add privacy screens in fabric, laminate, metal, or 
frosted glass.

B. END OF THE LINE
End of run panels divvy up space and create additional privacy.

C. A CALL TO ARMS
Add single or dual monitor arms to free up desk space and allow for  
optimal viewing.

D. UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Keep cords calm and collected from floor to wire trough with this innovative 
vertebra. Wire management chains tidy up height-adjustable applications.

A
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E. POWER MOVE
Plug modules into the duplex located in the trough and attach them to the 
worksurface for easy access to power.

F. POWER PLAY
Take your pick. Power an entire benching configuration from the ceiling or the 
floor with wire management options to suit either. 

G. DOWN TO THE WIRE
As the main electrical artery, power and data cables are laid into the trough.

E

E

F F
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For more information, visit hon.com/empowerSee HON Pricer for complete product information.

Finishes

The HON Company
200 Oak Street, Muscatine, IA 52761

800.833.3964 | Check out hon.com
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Make your space work.

No matter what trending color is "the new black", this fresh selection of laminate and paint 

finishes lets you empower creative expression. And with multiple layouts to support the next 

generation of work styles, Empower keeps you working as smart as you look.

Easy on the eyes.

Natural 
Maple

Harvest Cognac MahoganyBourbon 
Cherry

Shaker 
Cherry

Mocha

Loft

Florence 
Walnut

Kingswood 
Walnut

Designer 
White

Silver 
Mesh

Sheer 
Mesh

Natural 
Recon

Lowell Ash

Pinnacle

BlackCharcoal

Phantom 
Ecru

Skyline 
Walnut

Portico 
Teak

Steel 
Mesh

Desert 
Zephyr

Whitestone Canyon 
Zephyr

Grey 
Tigris

GrayWhite

Laminates

Sterling 
Ash

Shadow 
Zephyr

LoftBlack Charcoal Designer 
White

Light Gray Muslin

Atom Bullseye Iris RegattaIon KryptonEmber

Brownstone Fossil Titanium

Static Benching Paints

Greige Putty

Platinum 
Metallic

Solar Black Silver Champagne 
Metallic

Featuring

Black Nickel White

Height-Adjustable Base Paints


